
To be added to the document list for the Mercer Island City Hearing on Tucker, the dog of 
Tamara Shoop. 
 
 
To whom it may concern 
I've had the great privilege of taking care of Tucker Tammy Shoop's dog for more than 2 years 
I'm a certified companion animal trainer so I am very familiar with animal behavior.  Tucker has 
always been the perfect house guest and has never displayed any form of agitation or 
aggression under any circumstances. I am very careful and extremely stringent about the dogs 
that I allow in my home for care and supervision I will not regardless of situation take an 
aggressive dog no matter what size or breed Tucker has always proved himself to be absolutely 
lovely he gets along with both animals and humans and has never once displayed anything but 
joy and happiness to be among people and his fellow dog companions 
If you have any further questions or would like me to speak further on behalf of Tucker I am 
delighted to do so please feel free to get in touch at your earliest opportunity 
You may contact me at: feralx7@yahoo.com OR 
206-271-7548 
Regards 
Gabriele Schilling 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I am writing to provide a character reference for Tamara's dog, Tucker. My name is William 
Flower, and I am a professional dog trainer based on Mercer Island. I first became acquainted 
with Tamara and Tucker in August 2021 when she sought my services through a reference for 
dog walking, daycare and boarding. Over the past two years, Tucker has been under my 
supervision on multiple occasions, staying with me for extended periods of boarding. 
Additionally, I have had the opportunity to observe and guide Tucker during group walks and 
recreational sessions in park environments where he interacts with a variety of other dogs. 
Throughout our interactions, Tucker has consistently shown himself to be well-behaved and 
friendly. I can attest to his excellent socialization skills around both humans—including adults 
and children—and other dogs, regardless of their size. Based on my twenty five years of 
professional experience, Tucker has always been a well-adjusted and amiable dog.  
 
 Sincerely, 
 William Flower 
(801) 870-9587 
Email: flower.mobile@gmail.com 
 
 


